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MONTREAL (CANADA) – Phocion Investment Services (Phocion) delivered a webinar earlier today titled: “How An Independent
Investment Review Can Assist High Net Worth Investors”.
For Playback: Click Here.
For a copy of the Presentation: Click Here.
Does your invested wealth have proper safekeeping? What are the total fees that your investment professional charges, including those
naughty hidden ones? Has your investment professional been able to beat the related benchmarks? If not, does it make sense to ask
him or her some questions? Would you be advantaged to no longer pay high-fees to your investment professional and simply invest in
similar asset classes but with low-cost solutions?
Phocion Investment Services' Independent Investment Review is a unique service that is tailored to high net worth investors that pay fees
to have their wealth managed by investment professionals. Phocion is the authority at analyzing managers and investor portfolios. We
pair our clients with 20-year plus industry professionals that work only for you. We provide a second set of eyes to analyse: (1) the
safekeeping of your invested capital, (2) all fees, and (3) the returns derived from each investment product.
By doing so we can shed some light as to whether your achieved performance justifies the high fees paid with regards to the strategy
employed. Phocion does not manage wealth nor does it refer investors to managers. We have purposely positioned ourselves to be
without conflicts of interest. Our independence is crucial.

About Phocion Investment Services
Phocion Investment Services provides the expertise, independence and sophisticated tools that enable our clients to meet their
performance, compliance and due diligence objectives. Our objective is to bring clarity to the complexities of the investment industry and
to assist stakeholders in their investment decision processes. With our team’s proven track record and the firm’s core pillars of honesty,
accountability, and excellence in service, we are the industry’s trusted partner in the investment process.
Contact:
Phocion Investment Services (Headquarters) | 1010 Sherbrooke Street West, Suite 1800 | Montreal, Quebec | H3A 2R7 Canada
T. 514-564-9955 | info@phocioninvestments.com | www.phocioninvestments.com
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